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The story so far…
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�Tb / xHI(1 + z)1/2(Ts � TCMB)/Ts

21-cm photon at 1420 MHz

(Pritchard and Loeb, 2012)



�Tb / xHI(1 + z)1/2(Ts � TCMB)/Ts

factors at play :
spin temperature (Ts)
kinetic temperature (Tk)

(Pritchard and Loeb, 2012)

Exploring the cosmic dawn with the global 21-cm
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collisional coupling  : Ts follows Tk

absorption

Exploring the cosmic dawn with the global 21-cm

(Pritchard and Loeb, 2012)



Exploring the cosmic dawn with the global 21-cm

�Tb / xHI(1 + z)1/2(Ts � TCMB)/Ts

collisional coupling becomes ineffective: 
Ts slowly approaches TCMB

no signal

(Pritchard and Loeb, 2012)



Exploring the cosmic dawn with the global 21-cm

�Tb / xHI(1 + z)1/2(Ts � TCMB)/Ts

Wouthuysen-Field coupling : Ts follows Tk  (again)

absorption

First stars turn ON!
(Pritchard and Loeb, 2012)



Exploring the cosmic dawn with the global 21-cm

�Tb / xHI(1 + z)1/2(Ts � TCMB)/Ts

First stars heat the gas above TCMB : Ts follows Tk

emission

(Pritchard and Loeb, 2012)



�Tb / xHI(1 + z)1/2(Ts � TCMB)/Ts

Exploring the cosmic dawn with the global 21-cm

All neutral hydrogen is ionized (by UV, x-rays from first stars)
signal disappears!

no signal

(Pritchard and Loeb, 2012)



First stars and x-ray heating…

(Cohen et al. 2017)

Blue : early x-ray heating 
Red : more stars, wider dip

Ly-alpha intensity
x-ray heating rate

colorbar = 



Measuring the global signal: 
why is it so ‘appealing’?

Uncharted territory — 
nobody has measured it before

The search for a distinct feature — a dip!

Fairly straight forward to build an antenna in 
the 10—100 MHz range

Need few hours of data to make a detection*

*(In the absence of systematics)
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Challenges in the 21-cm experiment

CMB

21-cm HI signal

Extragalactic foreground

Galactic foreground

Astrophysical foreground

Terrestrial RFI

FM radio, TV, cellphone etc. 

4-5 orders of magnitude  

brighter than the 21-cm signal

Red spikes — 
Green Bank Telescope : 
located in the ‘National 

Radio Quiet Zone’



Challenges in the 21-cm experiment

CMB

21-cm HI signal

Extragalactic foreground

Galactic foreground

Astrophysical foreground

Terrestrial RFI

FM radio, TV, cellphone etc. 

Ionosphere

Free electrons in the ionosphere 
modifies EM wave propagation

4-5 orders of magnitude  

brighter than the 21-cm signal
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remote radio-quiet 
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Overcoming the challenges

Observing from 
remote radio-quiet 
locations on Earth

Observe during 
quieter ionospheric 
conditions

Ionosphere causes attenuation and refraction

Temporal variation in Total Electron Count (TEC) can cause 
additional uncertainty in measured signal

Polar latitudes generally have lower TECs than mid-latitudes
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Overcoming the challenges

Observing from 
remote radio-quiet 
locations on Earth

Observe during 
quieter ionospheric 
conditions

Accurate modeling of the astrophysical foregrounds

Precise instrument characterization



EDGES
50—100, 100—200 MHz

Murchison Radio 
Observatory, Australia

BIGHORNS
50—200 MHz

Western Australia

SARAS 2
40—200 MHz

Bangalore, India

LEDA
40—85 MHz

OVRO, California

DARE
40—120 MHz

Far side of the moon

The 21-cm experiment family
HYPERION

30—120 MHz
UC Berkeley

(proposed)



Current and recent measurements

EDGES : 17 mK
(Monsalve et al. 2017)

SARAS-2 : 32 mK
(Singh et al. 2017)

SCI-HI : residuals from 
three different calibration 
techniques

SCI-HI : ~10K
(Voytek et al. 2014)



Dual polarization antenna

Operating frequency : 30—200 MHz

Two antennas to span the frequency range

Probing Radio Intensity at high-Z from Marion
(PRIZM)

3m 3m
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single polarization PRIZM 
antenna

50 m 
coaxial
cable

50 Ω

100 Ω

electro-
mechanical 

switch
LNA

First stage electronics

short

attenuator Low-pass
filter

High-pass
filter LNA ADC

FPGA
spectrometer

Raspberry
PI

RFI shielded 
second stage electronics

PRIZM block digram



Antenna

Crossed-dipole

Modified version of a 
four-square antenna 
(Ja úregui-Garc ı́a et al. 2017)

Minimized beam variation across 
the observing frequency range

Optimized with FEKO

70 MHz 100 MHz

Antenna efficiency

100 MHz antenna



50 Ω

100 Ω

electro-
mechanical 

switch
LNA

First stage electronics

short

First stage electronics

input from 
antenna

electromechanical
 switch

LNA 
outputpower + control 

signal input

LNA voltage 
regulator LNA

Sits directly underneath the antenna petals



Second stage electronics

attenuator Low-pass
filter

High-pass
filter LNA ADC

FPGA
spectrometer

Raspberry
PI

RFI shielded 
second stage electronics

master switch-control 
circuit

temperature 
sensor

Valon5009

SNAP

iADC

filters 
+

second 
stage 

amplifiers

Faraday 
cage

Raspberry 
PI

Placed 50 m away from the antenna 
to avoid contamination from 

self-generated RFI

• iADC : sampling rate 500 MHz
• SNAP board : 4096 frequency channels
• Bandpass : 30 - 200 MHz



Auxiliary components
Master-switch 
control circuit

GPS antenna

Power distribution unit 
- 8 x lead crystal batteries 170 Ah each
- NO observation during battery 

charging
- ~1 week of uninterrupted observation 

when batteries are fully charged
- both systems combined power draw is 

~80W



Marion Island 
2000+ km from the 
nearest mainland

halfway between 
Africa and Antarctica

Cold : mean minimum temp. ~ 2.8 deg C
Windy : 80 knots gusts, horizontal rain etc.
lava rocks
mice

Serviced annually by SA Agulhas II

Takeover : 3 weeks
Winter-overing : 13 months 

No trees
No roads 
Thick layer of fern
hidden mires

20 km x 12 km



2017 deployment to Marion

12 April — arrival at Marion

5 May — departure from Marion

Goals

1. Find an observing site 

2. Install PRIZM 

3. Make the experiment robust 
for a year long observation

Time limit : 3 weeks!



main 
base

Junior's 
hill

deployment 
site

4 km

~60 dBm 
difference 
between the 
deployment site 
and base

RFI survey / Site selection 

helicopter radio  
at 123.45 MHz



19 April 19 April 20 April 21 April

First light 
100 MHz : 21 April 
70 MHz : 22 April

Installation timeline



One spectrum per polarization on both systems every ~4 seconds

Data rate ~900 MB per day, both systems combined 

Data stored on a micro-SD card on the Raspberry PI. 
Several months of data can be stored on a 128 GB card.

Raw data

70 MHz 100 MHz 



12 hour waterfall plot

70 MHz 

100 MHz 

North-South East-West



KAT-7

Marion has pristine 
radio-quiet FM band

Karoo desert will host 
the upcoming SKA radio 
telescopes in South 
Africa

RFI levels — Marion vs SKA site (RSA)

HERA

MEERKAT

Orbcomm satellite
137—138 MHz

Marion vs Karoo



Quieter ionosphere during the night

day night

Shortwave 
reflecting off the 
ionosphere

Shortwave reflection 
significantly reduced at night

70 MHz  antenna data



Quieter nights during takeover

day night

There are very minimal radio communications on the island 
except during the takeover period

People using 
handheld radios

…and when they 
sleep

70 MHz  antenna data



Ongoing
Instrument paper coming out soon!
Calibration pipeline development
Beam modeling

2018 deployment aims

PRIZM hardware upgrade
PRIZM beam mapping 

Deploy new instrument to observe lower frequencies during 
the 2019-20 solar minimum

Install instruments near huts for easier/regular access

Ongoing and future works

Proposal renewed for the 
next 3 years !!!

5 MHz beam 
from Marion,

8’ FWHM

Grote Reber map from Tasmania


